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Minutes of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System on Wednesday, May 19, 1965. The Board met in the Board Room

at 10:00 a.m.

to a

PRESENT: Mr. Balderston, Vice Chairman

Mr. Robertson

Mr. Shepardson
Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Maisel

Mr. Sherman, Secretary

Mr. Kenyon, Assistant Secretary

Mr. Young, Adviser to the Board and Director,
Division of International Finance

Mr. Noyes, Adviser to the Board

Mr. Hackley, General Counsel

Mr. Brill, Director, Division of Research and

Statistics

Mr. Farrell, Director, Division of Bank Operations

Mr. Solomon, Director, Division of Examinations

Mr. Hexter, Assistant General Counsel

Mr. Holland, Associate Director, Division of
Research and Statistics

Mr. Partee, Adviser, Division of Research and

Statistics
Mr. Dembitz, Associate Adviser, Division of

Research and Statistics

Mr. Langham, Assistant Director, Division of
Data Processing

Mrs. Semia, Technical Assistant, Office of the
Secretary

Mr. Sanders, Senior Attorney, Legal Division

Mr. Gedanken, Statistician, Division of Data
Processing

Float (Item No. 1). There had been distributed a draft of reply

letter dated April 1, 1965, from Chairman Fascell of the Legal and

Monetary Affairs Subcommittee of the House Committee on Government Oper-

ali°ns asking that the Board bring up to date its previous comments

tegarding float, particularly in the light of increased use of automatic
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data processing equipment in check clearings. The letter also requested

information regarding the relationship between float and possible changes

in reserve requirements of member banks, the relationship between float

and the Federal funds market, and possible benefits to be derived if

reserve computation periods were put on a monthly basis.

The first part of the draft reply would report that from 1963

to 1964 the total number of checks handled by the Reserve Banks rose

6 per cent; the volume of checks handled on automatic equipment rose

from 23 per cent of the total to 53 per cent; and the daily average of

total float rose about 8 per cent. However, daily average holdover float

decreased from $488 million in April 1963 to $227 million in April 1965,

largely as a result of the increased use of automatic equipment.

Mr. Farrell, in commenting on this part of the draft reply, noted

that in a letter to Chairman Fascell of March 13, 1964, in response to

his 
question as to what circumstances made it inappropriate at that time

to change the maximum deferment for check credits from two to three days,

the Board had listed three considerations: additional sorting work by

member banks, the effect on holdover float, and the possible effect on

credit and money market developments. The Board's letter had commented

that "At such time, however, as the Federal Reserve Banks are able to

P Oc

be

most of their check volume on high-speed equipment, it should

possible to change the deferment schedule without requiring member

banks to make an additional sort, and perhaps to reduce the number of
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sorts the member banks would have to make even though the deferment

schedule were changed." That letter also pointed out that "The hope

of reducing holdover float depends in large measure on the continued

Cooperation of commercial banks. This cooperation might not be so

readily forthcoming if member banks were now burdened with the require-

ment of an additional sort of checks they presented for payment through

the Federal Reserve Banks."

In view of the increase to 53 per cent in the volume of checks

processed automatically, Mr. Farrell continued, some action might appear

to be indicated soon to reduce float by extending the maximum deferment

tO three days. However, even though the halfway mark had now been

reached, other considerations might point to the desirability of attain-

ing a higher percentage before such a change was made.

Mr. Holland commented that the last three questions in Chairman

..ascell's current inquiry had been rather awkward to handle, since in

the judgment of the Board's staff float was only incidental to the other

. actors involved. An attempt nevertheless had been to draft replies in

as straightforward a fashion as possible.

Governor Robertson expressed the view that the draft reply was

designed merely to hold the place and offer an excuse for doing nothing.

/4th the volume of checks processed automatically having increased from

23 to 53 per cent of the total, the increase in the volume of checks

handled was not sufficient explanation for an 8 per cent increase in
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daily average float. Moreover, there was no satisfactory explanation why,

although the majority of checks were now processed automatically, there

was still no action to change the deferment schedule. The inquiries of

the Legal and Monetary Affairs Subcommittee had stemmed from a concern

that float represented windfall reserves to member banks, and it was

inescapable that if member banks obtained similar reserves through the

discount window they would have to pay for them.

Mr. Farrell observed that the parent Committee on Government

Operations was charged with responsibility for studying the efficiency

of operations of Government departments and agencies, which gave rise

to an inquiry from the Subcommittee some time ago as to whether a saving

to the Government would not result if maximum deferment was increased

from two to three days, with a consequent decrease in float and with a

consequent necessity for member banks to borrow to obtain the reserves

they now derived from float. The Board had responded, in essence, that

the reserves deemed necessary for implementation of monetary policy would

have to be supplied one way or another, and it would depend upon the

method chosen to supply them whether or not a change in the volume of

float would have any effect on the payments to the Treasury out of Reserve

Sank income. It had been pointed out that the level of member bank

reserves was a matter of monetary policy and the Federal Reserve's choice

Of the method of implementing policy would not depend upon the effect of

the
action on payments to the Treasury. The change in maximum deferment
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from three to two days had been made in 1951, Mr. Farrell continued, in

the expectation that improved check-handling procedures would offset the

reduction in maximum deferment. However, this expectation had not materi-

alized. Therefore, one might question why something had not been done

to reverse an action that developments failed to justify. In 1958 the

Presidents' Conference and the Board considered the matter at some length,

but no action was taken on the deferment schedule.

Governor Robertson proposed that the Board establish a committee

to make a fresh appraisal of the problem. He suggested that Governors

aane and Maisel be asked to serve on such a committee.

In response to a question by Governor Balderston as to the con-

templated boundaries of the proposed study, Governor Robertson suggested

that the committee have complete freedom to proceed afresh without limit-

instructions.

Mr. Farrell remarked that it might be well to bear in mind the

Possibility of overlap between the work of such a committee and the

comprehensive review of the check collection mechanism that was currently

being made by the Presidents' Conference.

Governor Mitchell expressed the view that the ultimate solution

t0 the float problem lay in immediate charge and immediate credit; and

there ensued a general discussion of the implications of adoption of

such a procedure together with technical difficulties that would have to

be 
overcome.
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Governor Balderston recalled that at one time he had been

inclined to feel that the System ought to move back to three-day maxi-

mum deferment. However, he had been concerned about the bank and

Public relations problems involved in such a move. Likewise, some of

the Reserve Bank Presidents were deeply concerned, even though they

were sympathetic to the logic of the longer maximum deferment. At the

Present time, Governor Balderston pointed out, check collection processes

were still in a period of transition, and a change to three-day maximum

deferment might have disruptive effects. It had been hoped that increased

automation would reduce float, and to some extent this hope was being

realized, for it now appeared that substantial progress was being made

in reducing holdover float.

Governor Robertson remarked that the draft letter did not mention

the continued existence of the transition period, which he regarded as

the only valid reason that could be given for not reverting to three-day

Maximum deferment.

Governor Maisel observed that certain passages in the draft letter

regarding the relationship between float and changes in reserve require-

ments lacked clarity. Also, if the Subcommittee was sophisticated enough

to look into the possibility that a reduction in float might result in

greater payments to the Treasury, it surely must also have in mind the

question of redistribution of income among banks stemming from sales of

Pederal funds by banks that had excess reserves generated by float.
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Mr. Farrell replied that the Subcommittee's major concern, to

judge from conversations with its staff, centered on the contention that

float provided windfall reserves to member banks. Some corollary interest

had been indicated, however, in whether the continuance of a high level

of float had overtones of favoring larger banks, which, according to one

school of thought, were the principal beneficiaries of reserves derived

from float.

After further discussion of various points that were raised,

2L. was given to a letter to Chairman Fascell in the form attached

as Item No. 1.

The discussion then reverted to Governor Robertson's suggestion

that a committee be appointed to make a float study. In response to

nquiries from Governor Balderston, Governor Robertson indicated that

he envisaged a committee of two members of the Board to direct the study,

\4ith such staff help as needed, and with Reserve Bank personnel brought

in for whatever consultation might be desired but not for membership on

the committee.

Governor Shepardson concurred with the suggestion that a new

look be taken. He had come more and more to question the philosophy

f°110wed in the past. What new approach might be best, he did not know,

but he thought the various possibilities should be explored.

Governor Mitchell suggested that it would be a good idea first

Prepare a document describing the issues involved. In the light of
to
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that document, he might favor a committee study, but at present he was

not sure that the objectives of such a study were sufficiently clear.

Governor Maisel said that he would go along with the proposal

for a study, while Governor Balderston commented that he believed it

might be well to arrive at some definition of objectives.

Governor Robertson then suggested, as a compromise approach,

that the first task of the committee be to direct the preparation for

the Board of a background document, on the basis of which the committee's

assignment could be specified.

There was general agreement with this suggestion.

Mr. Dembitz then withdrew from the meeting.

Data on compensation of bank officers (Item No. 2). There had

been distributed a memorandum dated May 17, 1965, from Mr. Langham regard-

ing further developments relating to a request from the House Banking

and Currency Committee for bank officers' compensation data. The data

were sought in connection with the Committee's study of management suc-

cession, which was being directed by Professor Donald Jacobs, and were

to be taken from examination reports. In a letter of August 9, 1963,

response to a request of the Committee regarding the study, the Board

stated that the information requested would be supplied in such form as

would obviate any possibility of disclosure or identification of individ-

"1 banks and officers, and that the figures would be tabulated according

to classifications agreed upon by the staffs of the Committee and the
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Board. Professor Jacobs' specifications of the data needed on bank

Officer compensation were set forth in Mr. Langham's memorandum of

September 24, 1964. It was contemplated that the tables prepared

Pursuant to such specifications would be analyzed, that there would

be a masking of any results that represented figures for fewer than

three banks, and that only tabulations thus edited would be turned

over to Professor Jacobs. The Board approved the request on that basis

O n September 28, 1964.

Mr. Langham's memorandum of May 17, 1965, reported that the

Specifications required more detail than anticipated, and as a result

many of the tables showed information pertaining to individual banks.

In addition, a series of tables for the New York consolidated area,

/41lich included only 169 banks, contained such detailed information that

Mr. Langham recommended against their being furnished. Professor Jacobs,

Upon being informed of this development, had agreed that the New York

tables were not essential to the successful completion of his study.

Examples of the information shown by certain tables were set out

in the memorandum. Even though there were numerous instances in which

information for single banks was shown separately, it was believed that

in none of these cases could the identity of a bank be disclosed without

additional information. Thus, there appeared to be little danger of con-

fidentiality violations in the publication of the tables. However, it

Ilas suggested that it might be desirable to avoid publication in such

detail as to show cells containing only one or two banks.
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The memorandum concluded by suggesting as alternatives that the

Board (1) decline to furnish the tables to the Committee; (2) furnish the

tables with no restrictions (but exclude the New York area); (3) make the

data available with the understanding that any publication of them would

Show an asterisk in any cell containing less than three banks, with an

explanatory footnote; or (4) withhold all tables showing actual numbers

of banks but furnish all tables showing percentage distributions of banks.

At the conclusion of a discussion of the several alternatives,

it was agreed that the complete information, including that for the New

York area, would be furnished to Professor Jacobs for purposes of his

analytical work, but with a restriction against publication of the New

York data and a restriction against publication of other data along the

lines contemplated by the third alternative mentioned in Mr. Langham's

memorandum. A copy of the letter subsequently sent to Chairman Patman

--s attached as Item No. 2.

Messrs. Holland, Langham, and Gedanken then withdrew from the

Meeting.

Underwriting of securities by banks (Item No. 3). There had

been distributed a memorandum dated May 17, 1965, from the Legal Division

r°garding requests made by Congressman Reuss during testimony by Governor

Balderston before the House Banking and Currency Committee on April 26,

1965
, on H. R. 7539, a bill that would authorize revenue bond under-

‘griting by banks.
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H. R. 7539, like various bills that had preceded it, sought to

Clear away the present confusion as to the extent to which member banks

could deal in and underwrite securities. In the Banking Act of 1933,

Congress had divorced banks from the securities business, but had

Provided an exception under which they could underwrite and deal in

general obligations, that is, those supported by the full faith and

credit of a State or local government having taxing power. The Board

had always interpreted that exception literally and as not including

revenue bonds. The Comptroller of the Currency, however, in 1963 issued

an interpretation that in effect held that national banks could under-

write certain types of revenue bonds. National banks and State member

banks were therefore subject to differing rules.

In statements before the House Banking and Currency Committee

in 1963 Chairman Martin expressed an adverse position on permitting

banks to underwrite revenue bonds; he commented that "the Board believes,

moreover, that the principle of separation of commercial banking from

investment banking (including underwriting and dealing) . . . is a

Sound and significant one." The Board's Annual Report for 1964 expressed

continuing concern as to the existing confusion, referred to the Board's

adverse attitude toward previous proposals for liberalizing the law,

and recommended legislation that would reaffirm and clarify existing

tlw that forbade member banks to underwrite or deal in revenue bonds.
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Mr. Reuss had suggested that the problem of conflicts of interests

might be avoided by an amendment to H. R. 7539, which he requested that

Governor Balderston have the Board's legal staff prepare, designed (1) to

prohibit a bank from purchasing, for any of its trust accounts, securities

that it was underwriting; (2) to prohibit a bank from selling such securi-

ties to its borrowers or correspondent banks; and (3) to require all sales

of such securities to be preceded by disclosure of the bank's position as

underwriter.

Attached to the memorandum was a draft of such an amendment,

similar to one furnished Mr. Reuss prior to the decision of the Committee

on April 27, 1965, to table the bill (H. R. 7539). Mr. Reuss had also

asked that comments on the draft amendment be submitted, and a draft of

such comments was attached to the memorandum.

Governor Balderston commented on the background of the request

and remarked that, since it appeared probable that the bill would not be

revived, the material to be sent to the Committee apparently would serve

little purpose except to complete the record.

Governor Robertson said that, as the Board knew, he did not agree

with the premise that there was a greater potential for conflict of in-

in underwriting revenue bonds than there was in underwriting general

cibligations. He would personally favor permitting banks to underwrite all

types of public issues, but draw the line at underwriting private corporate
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Governor Shepardson stated that he had no specific comments on

the material proposed to be sent to the Committee, but that generally

Speaking he leaned toward Governor Robertson's position. Both revenue

bonds and general obligations presented opportunities for self-dealing

and possibilities of conflicts of interest.

Governor Mitchell remarked that he too believed that revenue

bonds and general obligations ought to be treated alike. The only

reasonable objection that he saw to H. R. 7539 was the conflict of

interest argument. In his view, it would be better to let banks under-

write and deal in both general obligations and revenue bonds (but not

Private issues) than to throw up barriers against their underwriting

and dealing in general obligations, which he judged was what the amend-

ment prepared at the request of Congressman Reuss would do.

Governor Maisel commented that it was not clear to him whether

the provisions of the Reuss amendment were intended to apply to under-

writing and dealing in general obligations, as well as revenue bonds.

Mr. Hexter replied that the draft comments related to the amend-

ment that would implement Mr. Reuss's suggestion to permit banks to

underwr ite revenue issues but at the same time to exclude them from cer-

tain activities that might involve conflicts of interest. Banks would

not be barred from underwriting either revenue bonds or general obliga-

ti°ns, but in the areas in which conflicts of interest were involved

he Prohibitions contained in the Reuss amendment would be applicable
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to both general obligations and revenue bonds. In practice, these prohi-

bitions might be quite restrictive on underwriting and dealing in general

Obligations.

There ensued comments by several Board members on whether the

draft amendment and the comments thereon should relate to transactions

in revenue bonds alone or in both revenue bonds and general obligations.

The key language in the draft amendment seemed to be "no association

that is engaged in underwriting such obligations (including general

Obligations of a State or a political subdivision thereof)" preceding

the specification of restrictions. Staff comments indicated that the

circumstances in which the draft amendment was requested were somewhat

confusing. The Legal Division had considered that it probably should

aPPlY to both types of obligations, but it would be possible to delete

the parenthetical expression, and thus permit commercial banks to do

What they presently did with respect to general obligations, and relate

the restrictions to revenue bonds only.

Governor Balderston observed that this would not be entirely

consistent with the position expressed by the Board in its Annual Report

for 1964. However, it could be said that Congress itself had provided

an exception to permit banks to underwrite general obligations. He

Would not want to see that exception broadened except within limits

such as the draft amendment would specify. He saw no necessity to pre-

vent banks from continuing the business they were now doing with respect
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to general obligations, but he did see some reason to guard against

Potential abuses with respect to the numerous issues of revenue bonds.

Although the immediate question related only to completing the record

of the hearing, the basic issue would come up again.

The foregoing comments by Governor Balderston led to further

Observations by members of the Board on the position that should be

taken with respect to underwriting and dealing in revenue bonds by

commercial banks.

During this discussion Governor Robertson reiterated that he

could not draw a distinction in his own mind, from the standpoint of

Potentialities for conflicts of interest, between general obligations

4 d revenue bonds. The point of conflict of interest was involved in

both cases. The draft amendment had been suggested by Congressman Reuss,

SO the proposed comments appeared to relate solely to the draft amendment.

In these comments the staff had pointed out the difficulties of the pro-

Posed amendment, so he would not object to the comments being submitted.

Governor Mitchell inquired whether the comments on the Reuss

fte
ndment should not be regarded as staff comments, and Mr. Sanders

read from the portion of the hearing record in which the request for a

dr f
amendment and for comments thereon was made. Governor Robertson

then suggested that Governor Balderston send the proposed document as a

Memorandum of staff comments on the points covered in the Reuss amendment.
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Governor Maisel expressed agreement with the procedure suggested

by Governor Robertson. He noted, however, that the concluding paragraph

of the memorandum of confluents was confusing because it seemed to ignore

the fact that banks were already active in the field of underwriting

and dealing in general obligations. It was stated that this was uninten-

tional and that the language would be changed to clarify the point.

Governor Maisel then made the confluent that personally he would

11°t have been opposed to the objective of H. R. 7539. He added that it

waS his impression that comments on the Reuss amendment had been requested

of Governor Balderston rather than the Board.

Another point of possible confusion in the language of the pro-

Posed comments was mentioned, and it was understood that alternative

language would be used.

Governor Balderston then observed that with such changes he

gathered there would be no objection to his sending the memorandum of

e°111ments on the proposed Reuss amendment.

There being no indication to the contrary, it was understood 

that 
Governor Balderston would send a letter to the Chairman of the House

Banking and Currency Conituittee transmitting the draft of amendment re-

flecting the suggestion of Congressman Reuss and also transmitting his

eninments thereon. It was also understood that Governor Balderston would

Send a copy of the draft amendment to the Comptroller of the Currency,

ill accordance with a request made by Congressman Reuss at the time of
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the hearing, and that a copy of the comments thereon likewise would be

sent to the Comptroller. Attached as Item No. 3 is a copy of the letter,

with enclosures, subsequently sent by Governor Balderston to Chairman

Patman.

Governor Balderston reverted at this point to the question of

the Board's basic position on legislation that would authorize commercial

banks to underwrite and deal in revenue bonds. He observed that a dif-

ference of opinion had

there appeared to be a

be if the issue should

existed within the Board for some time and that

question as to what the majority position would

come up again at a time when all of the members

Of the present Board were in attendance. The testimony that he had

Presented was intended to reflect the position expressed in the Board's

Annual Report for 1964, which in turn was consistent with the position

Previously expressed in testimony by Chairman Martin.

Governor Mitchell referred to the concern expressed in the Annual

Report, and in Governor Balderston's testimony, about the advantage

enjoyed by national banks over State member banks by virtue of the Comp-

troller's
ruling permitting national banks to engage in underwriting

certain revenue bonds, and he inquired whether there now appeared to be

any prospect for a change in that situation. Governor Balderston replied

that according to the Board's Legislative Counsel there appeared to be

110 immediate prospect for a change in the situation.

All members of the staff except Messrs. Sherman and Brill then

with from the meeting.
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Assignment for Mr. Partee. After discussion based on a memo-

randum from Mr. Brill dated May 17, 1965, the Board authorized the

nomination to the Treasury and State Departments of J. Charles Partee,

Adviser in the Division of Research and Statistics, as U.S. representa-

tive on a working group of the Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development's Committee on Invisibles Transactions that was to study

and report on proposals to improve the transformation of saving by

financial intermediaries. In this connection, the Board authorized Gover-

nor Shepardson to approve such foreign travel by Mr. Partee as might be

Occasioned by this assignment.

Since Mr. Partee had been heading up the Board's staff work on

the voluntary foreign credit restraint effort as it related to nonbank

financial institutions, it was understood that Mr. Brill would present

suggestions for Governor Robertson's consideration to supplement staff

resources in this area.

Foreign travel by Mr. Young. The Board authorized foreign travel

hY Ralph A. Young, Adviser to the Board and Director, Division of Inter-

national Finance, to accompany Governor Balderston to the annual meeting

Of the Bank for International Settlements, to be held in Basle, Switzer-

land, in June, and to undertake such other official business, including

visits to central banks, as might develop in connection with this trip.

The meeting then adjourned.

Secretary's Notes: A letter was sent today

to the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco

confirming that if Bank of America National

Trust and Savings Association, San Francisco,
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California, should request an extension of

time to establish branches in Vienna, Austria;
Tegucigalpa, Honduras; Antwerp, Belgium; and

Lima, Peru, the procedure prescribed in the
Board's letter of November 9, 1962 (S-1846),

would be applicable. (The Board's consent

to the establishment of the branches was
contained in letters dated July 21, 1964,

January 6, January 14, and April 12, 1965.)

Governor Shepardson today approved on behalf
of the Board the following items:

Memorandum from the Division of International Finance dated May 18,
,1965, recommending that Yves Maroni, Senior Economist in that Division,
De authorized to remain in Santiago, Chile, until May 27, 1965, in con-
nection with the assistance being rendered to the Central Bank of Chile
in the formulation of consumer credit controls. In addition, the foreign
travel authorization of Clarke L. Fauver, Assistant to the Board, was
extended from June 12 to on or about June 29, 1965, to enable him to visit
a number of South American central banks following completion of his
assignment at the Central Bank of Chile.

Letter to the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia (copy attached
,ass. Item No. 4) regarding arrangements for the assignment to the Board's
l!lvision of Examinations of Frederick M. Manning, an assistant examiner
1965• r the Bank, for a period of approximately three months beginning May 24,

Letter to the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco (copy attached
• T+.

"-Lem No. 5) approving the reappointment of Robert J. Vilchinsky as
examiner.

Memorandum from Mr. Young, Adviser to the Board, recommending thetr 
Divansfer of Nyart S. Sharigan from the position of Secretary in the. .
80 ision of International Finance to the position of Secretary in the
$7ard Members' Offices, with an increase in basic annual salary from
'250 to $7,730, effective May 24, 1965.

Secretary



BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON

Honorable Dante B. Fascell, Chairman,
Legal and Monetary Affairs Subcommittee of the
Committee on Government Operations,

n°nse of Representatives,
'14allington, D. C.

ear Mr. Chairman:

Item No. 1
5/19/65

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN

May 20, 1965.

This is in response to your letter of April 1, 1965, asking
for1 an updating of our previous comments with regard to float, partic-
lel'arlY in the light of increased uses of automatic data processing
rquiPment in check clearings. You also asked for information with
resPect to (a) the relationship between float and possible changes in
f;.eerve requirements of member banks, (b) the relationship between
4 °at and the Federal funds market, and (c) possible benefits to be
rived if reserve computation periods were put on a monthly basis.

Developments during the past year include the following:

(1) The total number of checks handled by the Reserve
Banks in 1964 was about 6 per cent higher than in

1963.

(2) Checks handled on automatic equipment increased from
about 23 per cent of the total in 1963 to 53 per cent
of the total in 1964.

(3) The daily average amount of total float during 1964
was about 8 per cent higher than in 1963, due mainly

to the increase in the volume of checks handled.

(4) A special study showed that the amount of daily

average float due to holdover in April 1965 was

$227 million as compared with the $488 million

disclosed by a similar study for April 1963. This

reduction is largely the result of the increased

use of automatic equipment.
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Per cent
increase

1963 1964 in 1964

Checks handled by Reserve Banks:
Total number (in millions) 4,069 4,319 6.1
Per cent handled on
automatic equipment 22.8 53.0 132.5

BailY average float (in millions):
Total during year $1,744 $1,885 8.1
Amount due to "holdovers"
during month of April $ 488 $ 22711 -53.5

11 This figure is for April 1965. A special survey was made for
that month comparable to one made for April 1963. No such

survey was made in 1964.

In our letter of March 13, 1964, we indicated that a change in
the 

In
schedule--i.e., an increase, say, to three days--would

rauce the volume of float. In the same letter the belief was expressed
t) when the Reserve Banks are able to process most of their checks0

21 highspeed equipment, it should be possible to change the deferment
144ehedule without requiring member banks to make an additional sort.
m! also indicated in that letter that holdover float will be reduced as

r"e and more commercial banks are able to deposit with the Reserve
ks checks that are fully coded for highspeed handling.

As indicated by the above table and summary comments, a
,8„ubstantial reduction has been made in holdover float. The Reserve

an'
zatlip

S are still in a transition period with respect to the use of high-
oLjed check handling equipment, however, and last year they processed
prLY a little more than half of their checks in this manner. Not enough

po°gtess has yet been made in this undertaking to permit addressing the
sos,sibilities of the highspeed equipment toward changes in the deferment
"chile or other means of reducing total float.

You also ask about the relationship between float and changesi4 r_
o4 eserve requirements of member banks. Whenever the Board considers

ac action to change reserve requirements, it necessarily takes into
theuht the amount of reserves actually held by member banks, including
r, amount  provided by float. The relationship between the total of
i:quired reserves of member banks and the reserves they actually hold
' of course, of special significance. If the average level of float
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!ere reduced substantially with a consequent substantial reduction
la the level of actual reserves, and if no changes in monetary policy
Were desired, reserve requirements could be lowered correspondingly.

While the relationship between float and the Federal funds
market is somewhat indirect, there has been a tendency for both the
amount of float and the volume of Federal funds transactions to in-
crease during the middle part of each calendar month. As a reason
Or this, it may be noted that when there is a rise in float and hence
at? increase in bank reserves, that increase tends to lead to offset-

Open market sales of securities by the Federal Reserve System.o a large extent the payments for these securities are debited to the
reserve balances of money market banks, in New York City and other
!rincipal centers. These transactions may lead, in turn, to purchases

Federal funds by these banks from other banks whose reserve balances
'itre temporarily higher than they would have been if there had been no
'Acrease in float.

If a bank were to sell Federal funds beyond its excess
reBerves, it would then have a deficiency in its reserve account.
illvf the deficiency persisted through the bank's reserve period, the
aatnk would either have to borrow from its Reserve Bank, with its
ofteudant disciplines, or it would be liable to penalties. The threat
b such disciplines and penalties serves as an automatic governor, weelie 

ve, against excessive sales in the Federal funds market.

The question of the appropriate settlement period for
4der
ped al Reserve member banks is currently under active study by a
le,eral Reserve System committee. The proposal mentioned in your
se'ter, to lengthen the settlement period to a month, is but one of
thveral that have been advanced recently with the idea of improving
ene functioning of the reserve mechanism. Other proposals include
cralizing the length of the settlement period for reserve city and
entry members at either one or two weeks, using the previous period's
caill°sita instead of the current period's deposits as the basis for
forculating reserve requirements, and staggering the settlement dates
so r°uPe of banks to avoid the wide swings in money market pressures

-Limes occasioned by a common settlement date for all member banks.

,0 With respect to the particular proposal that was mentioned
f(Aur letter, various of the factors both for and against it are set
of in a series of four articles that were published in the Journal 

for March and September 1964, authored by a leading banker,
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Staff member of the American Bankers Association, and an official
of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. If you wish, we would be
glad to provide your staff with copies of these materials. Our own
research work on these proposals has not, however, proceeded far
enough for the Board to take a definite position on the advisability
Of changing the existing structure of member bank settlement periods
at this time.

Sincerely yours,

Wm. Mce. Martin, Jr.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON

Ihe Honorable Wright Patman,
Ch
airman,

Banking and Currency Committee,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.

ear Mr. Chairman:

Item No. 2
5/19/65

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN

May 21, 1965

Enclosed are tables containing officers compensation data
°m reports of examination developed pursuant to the specifications

()AJ 40fessor Jacobs as part of the 1963 Management Succession Study.

Other requested tabulations related to this study were completed

delivered to Professor Jacobs last summer.

tat Many of the enclosed tables show salary information per-

m 114ng to individual banks and one entire series of tables for the
.1Qw
th York consolidated area contains such detailed information that

eir publication might disclose compensation for an individual or
;114formation pertaining to an individual bank. However, all compen-

va i°n tables that were developed are enclosed for their analytical

1,14;tle with the understanding that (1) tables for the New York area
t::41 not be published, and (2) in all other tables when less than

i:ee banks are shown in a cell, an asterisk will be substituted

rei°r to their publication with the explanation that the asterisk

Presents less than three banks.

Professor Jacobs has agreed that the publication of theNew
hi York tables is not essential to the successful completion of

8 StUdy,

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) Wm. McC. Martin, Jr.

Wm. McC. Martin, Jr.

t'elostires



BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WAS

The Honorable Wright Patman, Chairman,

Banking and Currency Committee,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Hr. Chairman:

Item No. 3

5/19/65

OFFICE OF THE VICE CHAIRMAN

May 24, 1965

At the hearing before your Committee of April 26, 1
965,

with respect to H. R. 7539, Representative Reuss request
ed the staff

Of the Board of Governors to prepare a draft amendment designe
d:

(1) to prohibit a bank from purchasing, for

any of its trust accounts, securities that

it is underwriting;

(2) to prohibit a bank from selling such

securities to its borrowers or correspondent

banks; and

(3) to require all sales of such securitie
s

to be preceded by disclosure of the bank's

position as underwriter.

A draft of amendment along these lines is 
enclosed. A

stmilar draft was furnished Mr. Reuss prior to t
he decision of the

Committee to table consideration of H. R. 7539 on
 April 27, 1965.

Mr. Reuss also requested that I submit
 comments on the

raft amendment for inclusion in the record. Those comments are

"closed.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) C. C. Balderston

C. Canby Balderston,

Vice Chairman.

Enclosures



Draft amendment to H. R. 7539 prepared by the Staff of the

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System based upon a

request of Representative Reuss of April 26, 1965

On page 3, line 8, strike out beginning with "the" and

continuing through the period in line 11, inserting in lieu the
reof

the following: "no association that is engaged in underwriti
ng such

°bligations (including general obligations of a State or a pol
itical

subdivision thereof) shall (a) purchase any of such obligations 
for

any account with respect to which the bank acts in a fiduciary 
capacity,

or (b) sell any of such obligations to any borrower or to any
 bank with

*Itch it has a correspondent relationship, or (c) give investm
ent advice

Eta to-any of such obligations to any person without first disclosin
g

directly to such person, in writing, the extent and nature of it
s under-

141.iting interest with respect to such obligations,
 and (3) no association

that is engaged in dealing in. such obligations (including general

Obligations of a State or a political subdivision thereof) sh
all purchase

any of such obligations from itself for any account with re
spect to

1411141 the bank acts in a fiduciary capacity."



COMMENTS OF C. CANBY BALDERSTON, VICE CHAIRMAN,

BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM,

ON PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF

REPRESENATIVE REUSS TO H. R. 7539, 89TH CONGRESS

This memorandum analyzes a proposed amendment to H. R. 7539

to avoid certain conflicts of interests that could arise when banks

engage in the business of underwriting and dealing in securities. The

amendment was prepared by the staff of the Board of Governors at the

equest of Representative Reuss.

(1) Self-dealing. A bank would be prohibited from purchasing

any obligation that it is underwriting for any account with respect to

which the bank acts in a fiduciary capacity. It would also be pro-

hibited from purchasing from itself, for any such account, any obligation

that it deals in. A bank would not, however, be prohibited from pur-

chasing for its own account obligations that it underwrites or deals in -

that is, a bank could transfer such securities from its bond trading

account to its investment securities account.

Consequently, the conflict between the bank's interest as

seller and its interest as purchaser would continue to exist in an

imPortant area, insofar as potential loss to stockholders is concerned.

A 1°3s in a trust account would affect the interests of stockholders or

dePositors only if a surcharge were imposed by a court for a failure by

the bank as trustee to act properly in connection with the cause of the

1°Ele. A loss arising from securities held by the bank for its own

scoount would, however, affect adversely the interests of its depo
sitors

and stockholders.
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To eliminate entirely the conflict of interests
 that is

involved in self-dealing would require a prohibit
ion against a bank

Purchasing, either for its fiduciary accounts or 
for its own account,

any obligation that it underwrites or deals in. To do this, however,

would mean that a bank and its trust accounts would be 
deprived of the

°PPortunity to invest in securities that objective 
analysis might

indicate were desirable investments.

A prohibition against purchases only duri
ng the underwriting

Period (such as, in the draft amendment, by a bank as 
fiduciary) would

neither eliminate all conflicts of interests nor affo
rd the bank as

trustee or investor, as the case may be, the opportun
ity to act in all

eases for the best interests of its trust benefic
iaries, depositors,

and stockholders. The best interests of an investment portf
olio depend

net only upon the securities selected but also up
on the timing of

Purchases and sales. Frequently, a security can be purchased durin
g

the underwriting period at a lower 
price than is available later.

(2) Sales to borrowers and correspondents
. The draft

amendment would prohibit a bank from sell
ing any obligation that it is

linderwriting to (a) any person who is 
indebted to the bank or (b) any

bank with which it has a correspondent rela
tionship. Sales to such

Peraons after the period of distri
bution would not be prohibited. Nor

'1(1/111d the bank be prohibited from advising t
he borrower or correspondent

to 
Purchase the security from another 

member of the underwriting

aYndicate. AS sales from another member of the 
syndicate would have a
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definite, although indirect, beneficial effect on the position of the

bank as underwriter, whether this limited prohibition would be effec-

tive is questionable.

A prohibition against sales to borrowers and correspondents

of securities the bank deals in might be more effective with respect to

the conflict of interests that arise in connection with a bank giving

investment advice after the underwriting period. Such a prohibition

might be circumvented through reciprocal arrangements between dealer

banks. Apart from this possibility, however, the potential conflicts

would be less serious than in the case of underwriting. Sales by

another member of the underwriting syndicate promote the interests of

a bank much more definitely than sales by another dealer in a security.

When a bank participates in an underwriting, in many cases it is

involved in a joint venture under which sales by one member benefit

all the others as well. When dealing in a security, on the other hand,

a bank generally, acts alone and can profit significantly only from its

°I'm sales. To the extent that such a prohibition proved effective, the

result could be that banks would determine that it was no longer worth-

to deal in securities.

As correspondent banks constitute a major source of sales

for metropolitan banks' bond departments, a prohibition solely against

such sales of a security the bank is underwriting or dealing in might

itself be sufficient reason for some banks to consider withdrawing from

the securities business.
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(3) Sales to others. The proposed amendment would require

that prior to any sale of a security that the bank is underwriting the

customer must be informed of the extent of the bank's underwriting

interest. Whether such a notice would be effective is doubtful.

Conceivably, an investor might be more favorably inclined to purchase

a security with respect to which such notice had been given than if he

had not received such notice. He might reason that, if the bank has an

interest in the security, it must have reached a favorable conclusion

as to the security's worth as an investment. In other words, many

Persons might overlook the distinction between bank underwriting and

bank investing, and to prescribe specific wording that would effectively

convey this point probably would not be practicable.

Conclusion. The draft amendment would prevent only to a

limited extent conflicts of interests that necessarily arise when a

bank underwrites and deals in securities and continues to perform its

other functions. Prohibitions that would remove all or even the more

significant conflicts of interests might, however, result in banks

eliminating their bond departments, or reducing their operations,

desPite other features of H. R. 7539 that would enlarge the permissible

seope of such operations.

Perhaps a more effective approach would be to require the bank to

let forth both the extent of its underwriting interest and its investmentOterest in the security. A person who purchased a security after he had
teen informed that the bank had a certain underwriting or dealer interest

be 
a security but no investment interest might be better protected against
i  misled than a person who was only informed as to the bank's under-

l*tting position.
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Even if the elimination of conflicts of interests would not

deter a bank from underwriting and dealing in securities, their elim-

ination may be harmful, particularly to the interests of the bank's

fiduciary accounts, depositors, and stockholders. The elimination of

the Conflict between the bank's interest as seller and its interests

as purchaser in itself conflicts with the interests of the bank as

Purchaser for its awn or its fiduciary accounts.

Therefore, the avoidance of such conflicts could be achieved

clnlY by preventing banks from performing with maximum effectiveness

some of their most beneficial functions. Two of these functions, banks'

4ettvities as fiduciaries and as correspondent banks, are and can be

Performed in no other way. The question consequently arises whether the

be
nefits of expanding banks' underwriting powers outweigh the detriment

al

effects of barring them from the best performance of certain important

b4nking functions.

This significant point may be stated in another manner.

114114 now serve the public and the economy in a variety of ways, 
includ-

ing service as fiduciary, correspondent bank, and investment adviser.

114nks could also perform a service as underwriters of revenue bonds.

1)4t.tioipation of banks in all of these activities would give 
rise to

"nflicts of interests that should be avoided. Heretofore such conflicts

have been prevented, to a considerable extent, by barring banks 
from the

investment banking field except with respect to "general oblig
ations".
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The draft amendment is designed to make acceptable bank entry into

this field by "preventing conflicts of interests". But such conflicts

would be prevented - and could be prevented - only by hampering banks

in their performance of even more valuable functions, which now con-

atitute an important part of banks' regular activities. In the nature

0f the situation, there seems to be no other feasible method to

prevent" the threatening conflicts.



BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551

Mr. Karl R. Bopp,
P
resident,
Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101.

Dear Mr. Bopp:

Item No. 4
5/19/65

AOC/PCBS OFFICIAL coancepontocmcc

TO THC BOARD

May 19, 1965.

In accordance with the tentative arrangements made with
F,Ilief Examining Officer Giacobello by the Board's Division of

'xaminations, it is understood that your Bank will make available,
for a period of approximately three months, beginning May 24, 1965,
the services of Mr. Frederick M. Manning, an Assistant Examiner for
Your Bank. While in Washington Mr. Manning will be assigned to the

it.cmeign banking section of the Board's Division of Examinations,
it is also hoped he will have an opportunity to become generally

!"11iliar with the work of the Division as a whole and to visit other
;Tisions of the Board. While on assignment in Washington, Mr.

lining will be designated as a Federal Reserve Examiner.

It is understood that the Federal Reserve Bank of Phila-del-Phia will absorb all of Mr. Manning's salary and travel expenses
'-11 connection with the assignment.

The Board of Governors appreciates the cooperation of
You r Bank in making the services of Mr. Manning available during

this Period.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Karl E. Bakke

Karl E. Bakke,
Assistant Secretary.



BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551

Mr. E. H. Galvin, Vice President,

Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco,

San Francisco, California. 94120

Dear Mr. Galvin:

Item No. 5
5/19/65

ADDRESS orriciAL CORREMPONOCHOC
TO THC BOARD

May 19, 1965

In accordance with the request contained in

Mr. Cavan's letter of May 14, 1965, the Board approves

the reappointment of Robert J. Vilchinsky as an

examiner for the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco,

effective June 1, 1965.

Very truly yours,

Signed) Elizabeth L. Carmichael

Elizabeth L. Carmichael,
Assistant Secretary.

#4.


